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Meetings and p~ss  releases January-February 1989 
Meeting number  Sub.iect  Date 
1294m  Agriculture  23-24 January 1989 
1295m.  General Affairs  23 January 1989 
1296m  Economics/Finance  13 February 1989 
1297tn  .  Agriculture  13-14 February 1989 
1298m  General Affairs  20 February 1989 
1299m  Fisheries  23 February 1989 
J30Qm  Internal Market  27 February 1989 Presse  ~  - G 
COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
4164/89  (Presse  51 
1294th  Council  meeting 
-Agriculture  -
Brussels,  23  and  24  January  1989 
President:  M.  Carlos  ROMERO  HERRERA 
Minister  for  Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
of  the  Kingdom  of  Spain .. 
23/24.1.89 
The  Governments  of  the  Member·  States  and  tltt~  Commission  of the  European 
Communities  were  represented  as  follows: 
Mr  Paul  DE  KEERSMAEKER 
Denmark 
Mr  Laurits  TOERNAES 
Mr  lgnaz  KIECHLE 
Mr  Walter  KITTEL 
Greece 
Mr  Yannis  POTTAKIS 
Mr  Carlo  ROMERO  HERRERA 
Mr.Vicente  ALBERO 
France 
Mr  llenr  i  NALLET 
Ireland 
Mr·  Michael  O'KENNEDY 
4164/1!<)  (f>n'!SSt'  5) 
State  Secretary  for  European  Affairs 
and  Agriculture 
Minister  for  Agriculture 
Federal  Minister  for  Food, 
Agriculture  and  Forestry 
State  Secretary, 
Federal  Ministry  of  Food,  Agriculture 
and  Forestry 
Minister  for  Agriculture 
Minister  for  Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
President  of  the  Fund  for  the  Regulation 
of  Agricultural  Production  and  Prices 
(FORPPA) 
Minister  for  Agriculture 
Minister for  Agriculture 
kin/HM/coc  EN 
- 2  -. 
' 
Mr  Calogero  MANNINO 
Mr  Mar·~  ~ISCHBACH 
Mr  Rene  STEICHEN 
Netherlands 
Mr  E.  PIERHAGEN 
Mr  Arlindo  CUNHA 
Mr  John  McGREGOR 
Commission 
Mr  R.  MACSHARRY 
41(>4/ll'J  ([>r·psse  5) 
23/24.!.89 
Minister  for  Agriculture 
M l n i s t ,., r·  f o r·  A  g r i c u 1 t u n~  and  V i t  i c u I t ur·r· 
State Secretary  for  Agriculture 
Deputy  Director-General, 
Ministry  of  Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Assistant  to  the  Minister  for 
Agriculture,  Fisher'ies  and  Food 
Minister  for  Agriculture 
0 
0  0 
Member 
kin/IIM/coc  EN 
- l  -23/24.1.89 
At  this  meeting  the  Council  concentrated  mainly  on  the  package  of  proposals  on 
which  it  had  not  been  possible  to  reach  overall  agreement  at  the  December 
meeting. 
The  issues  involved  concerned: 
- income  support 
- beef  and  veal 
- SLOM 
- agri-monetary  measures 
- nul-growing 
- arrangements  applicable  to  small  producers  of  cereals. 
In  the  final  stage  of  its discussions,  on  the  basis  of  an  overall  compromise 
proposal  from  the  Presidency  which  the  Commission  was  able  to  endorse,  the 
Council  reached  a  political  agreement  by  a  qualified majority  on  a  common 
approach,  although  it will  have  to  continue  its discussions  on  certain  pro~osals 
on  which  the  European  Parliament  has  yet  to  give  its Opinion  in  order  to  adopt. 
the  necessary  final  decisions. 
The  outcome  of  the  Council's  discussions  on  this  package  are  set  out  below: 
---····--··-·-------:-,-----'--------------·-----------
4164/89  (Presse  51  kin/HM/coc  EN 
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23/.:4.1.8',1 
Guidelines  agreed: 
Member  States  may  grant  direct  income  aid  to  support  adjustment  efforts  by  farms 
which  are  facing difficulties  because  of  new  market  conditions  and  which.  owing 
to  their economic  and  structural  situation,  are  unable  to  carry  through  th0 
adjustment  process  on  their own. 
The  aid  may  help  to: 
- keep  income  at  reasonable  levels  during  adjustment  processes  affecting  farm 
structure,  organization  or management; 
- soften  the  effect  on  income  of  farms'  financi3l  obligations; 
- support  agricultural  income  levels  where  farmers  are  try1ng  to  diversify  out  of 
agriculture. 
In  this  way,  the  above  aid  may  also  help  to  maintain  socio-economic  equilibrium 
in  a  region. 
Direct  .income  aid  may  be  granted  to  farmers  on  the  following  conditions: 
I.  for  implementation  of  the  scheme  Member  States  must  draw  up  a  framework 
programme  ( PA IAJ  responding  to  the  reform  of  the  agricul tur:_a l  policy  anci....J:_t_~P 
adaptation  of  the  common  market  organization~.  and  laying  down  detailed  rules 
and  defining  the  socio-economic  conditions  which  may  trigger  the  grant  t•f  aid. 
Under  the  detailed  rules,  there  must  be  a  link  between  the  amount  of  aid 
granted  and  the  prejudi.cial  effects  of  mar·ket  adjustment.  The  aJd  gran1ed 
must  be  degressive  and  may  not  be  determined  on  the  basis  of  the  prices  and/or 
volume  of  production.  Member  States  wlll  ex~!_!:l_(j_e  househ_u_l_d_s_J:.!.:Q_m  __  _t_!:l~-~~~fH~ yf 
!_~~_[J_r:_?.g_ramme  where  far-ming  represents  a  non-si.e.!:!i fic~_t_ par!_of  their: 
.!:'evenl!..'::.- Where  the  aid  is  aimed  eJther  at.  •·educing  the  debt  burden  or 
improving  the  management  of  farms,  the  amounts  of  aid  concerned  may  be 
capitalized.  The  framework  programme  will  not  become  operational  until  it has 
been  approved  by  the  Commissi.on.  Th~__f_OrT1!!!_i src;_!._?n  w!:_~C_J_~_f_Q_r:-__c9_II_f_ormj.!X__of 
the  nat i(l_ni0_EI_c>g_r_a~~~-~.!_t~~--~he  CQ_~~ra_~l}_t::;  ___ ~~~-i-~  .s!~.IN_~ __ by  t'::l~ __ <_:_o1Tlf!1Unj_~y 
!3_eg~J_.l:_ation,  in  particular  the  link  betwee_n  the  amount  of  the  <~_c!_and  the 
actual  prejudice  suffered,  so  as  to  avoid  distortions  of  competitio~ between 
prod_u_c_~_!:~- When  the  conditions  laid  down  in  the  PAIA  are  met,  Member  States 
may  trigger  the  scheme  on  a  national,  regional  or sectoral  basis. 
IJif>IJ/!ll)  (J"I't'SSt'  'l)  kin/IIM/coc 
~)  -23/24. I .89 
2.  Farmpr·s  who  have  adNJUilt<~  f1 nancial  r<·so<H'<·•·s.  dc•sri tc  rnarkc·t  adjustmPnt.s. 
wi  11  nut  be  included  in  t11e  scheme.  Thus,  a  far'm  will  not.  be  eligible  fol' 
a.i.d  if  the  overall  .income  lagric:ultural  ilnd  non-aericult.ur·atl  of  the  farmt·r· 
and  members  of  his  family  working  on  the  holding  is  in  excess  of  a  given 
threshold.  This  threshold will  be  set  by  the  Member  States,  bearing  in  mind 
existing national  provisions  for  similar measures  and  the  implementation 
framework  specified  (flat-rate aid,  aid  established  on  an  individual  basis, 
allowance  for  the  debt  burden,  etc.);  under  no  circumstances  may  it exceed 
70%  of  the  national  gross  domestic  product  or  90%  of  regional  GDP  per  member 
of  the  working  population. 
3.  Where  a  flat-rate  level  of  aid  has  been  set  for  a  coutitry,  region  or sector. 
Member  States  may  vary  the  amount  to  be  paid  to  individuals  according  to 
objective  criteria pertaining  to  the  farm  IUAA,  standard gross  margin,  etc. J. 
4.  Where  the  level  of  aid  has  been  set  on  an  individual  basis,  by  means  of 
accounting  data,  the  concept  of  net  income  may  be  used,  particularly  where 
Member  States  arc  using  the  scheme  to  reduce  the  debt  burden. 
'J.  ThP  maximum  atd  wi  II  b••  S<'l  as  a  proportion  nf'  n<~1.ional  or·  r·pgional  1ncom•· 
tJut  may  not  excPr~d  a  ceiling which  will  tw  st•t  at  an  ah~iolutP  figure  for·  all 
the  Member  States.  That  figure  will  be  2  SOO  ECU  per  MWU. 
6.  The  mea:;ure  will  be  transHional.  PAIAs  may 
four  years  from  adoption  of  the  Regulation. 
given  recipient  for  more  than  a  maximum  of  5 
be  submitted  within  a  period  of 
Aid  may  not  be  granted  to  a 
years. 
7.  The  maximum  amount  will  be  1  000  ECU  per  MWU.  Only  main-occupation  farmers 
will  be  eligible,  for  a  maximum  of  2  MWU  per  holding. 
8.  The  el1gible  amount  of  aid  will  be  reduced  gradually  by  15%  oer  year. 
9.  ThP  rate  of  the  Community  contribution  to  co-financing  of  the  aid  will  be  70% 
of  the  eligible  amount  in  all  the  less  developed  r·egions  (objective  No  I  or 
the  reform  of  the  funds).  It  will  be  25%  in  all  other  regions;  an 
inter·rnediate  rate  could  be  established  for  certain areas  classified as 
rep,ions  5b. 
I 0.  ~n _c;?nf5_Jrm  ..!:..!Y.~.!.~.- !X<_i"  COI'!_C:l_U.~io_!!_s  __  <2,L.~l~~- ~llJ:'()p_e.ar~. _(;()_U.I1C:.iL of 
_1_1/1~>  Februar·y  198R  tn  Brussels,  a  ~Gi.al  ... budget  li_l1~.-!.2_cr·ent.ed  fQ_r::.......!.:f':_'::'~'.l11.:1..'~ 
~.1  ..  <!2.  and  __  ~_ t s  _  _::_t:.!_!.J..~.B  ..  i~--f...i_xe'!_.!i.!.  . ..i99  ..... fl1Ll!.L'2rl.  E~_l.!:l.  ..  !.~~l_2. 
II.  Ttw  thii-d  prH·agr·aph  of  Article  93U)  nf  tlw  Tr·eaty  will  cont.inue~  to  apply. 
- .  -~- . 
k i n/IIM/t~t"·  1-:N 23/24.1.89 
The  Council  instructed  the  Special  Committee  on  Agriculture  to  finalize  thP 
Regulation  on  the  basis  of  the  abovementioned  guidelines  so  that  it  could  be 
formally  adopted  at  a  forthcoming  meeting. 
------·------· --· 
416~/89  IPresse  ~~  kin/HM/coc  EN 
- 7  -23/24. I .89 
BEEF  AND  VEAL  (REFORM  OF  THE  SCHEMEl 
The  main  points  of  the  approach  agreed  are  as  follows 
As  regards  buying-in,  it  was  decided  that  as  from  3  April  1989  purchaHes  wlll  be 
made  by  tender,  with  a  ceiling of  220  000  tonnes  on  quantities  bought  per year 
for  the  entire  Community.  The  Council  will  review  this  maximum  quantity  of 
220  000  tonnes  before  1  April  1991  in  the  light  of  experience  and  market 
prospects. 
Purchases  by  tender will  be  triggered  when: 
- the  Community  market  price  is  less  than  88%  of  the  intervention  price 
- the  market  price  in  the  Member  State  is  less  than  84%  of  the  intervention 
price. 
In  the  event  of  an  abnormal  market  situation,  the  Commission  can  resort  to  public 
intervention  buyjng  of  additional  quantities.  This  safety net  operates  as  follow 
4164/U~  (Pt"0SSC  5)  k i n/HM/coc  EN 
- 8  -.c l/  ~,. I . :l'  I 
- I  I  ir1  at.  \Past  thref•  Member  Sto.tPs  nr  r·eeions.  cts  def1rwtl  in  U1P  comrn(lfl 
<·r·g;mization  of  the  market.  wh.ich  account  for·  at  least  '''/J;.  of  male  bovill<' 
<lllim<ll  pr·•-.clJI<'tirlll,  t.l1<·  rnarkPt  pr·ic••  nf'  Ill<'  ·~ar·•·as•·s  111  lh<·s•·  <lllim:tls  l'<tlls 
I  \11 •  c"  rnm  i :; :;  1 ""  w 1 I I  t  1  · 1 1  •• 1  ~' • 1·  t I  \1' 
int•·r·v,~nl. ion  scheme  fo1·  t.he  Member·  Stat.t.·s  cont:Pr·n••d  and  all  uff't•r·s  of  BO':  tJI. 
I ess  of  the  intPrvcnt ion  pr.i.ce  w.i  I I  t•0  acccpt.,·d. 
-if' t.tw  av,~rap,e  Commllnit.y  prrce  falls  IJe\ow  7H't  of  t.hE·  int••rvent.i•H•  Jli'Jt:•·  fnr·  a 
par·t.icular·  categor·y·,  Ut<:  Commission  will  t.r·il'.l~t·r·  t.hr.·  int.•·r·vcnt.ion  sclwrnc·  ;Hid 
all  nffpr·s  ot  less  than  BO'~.  of  t.ht•  Jrilr·r·vert! ion  pr·ice  will  lH.·  a.:ceptt'd. 
W1t.h  respect  to  the  various  premium  schemes  it.  was  decided  that 
- L tw  ca I vi ng  pn:·m i urn 
- llw  val'iahle  slaught.t•r·  pr·emium 
w i  l  I  no 1  bt•  r·enewPd. 
lluwevc·r·  lilt·  fulluwing  wi.ll  IJc·  mi.lintaillL'd: 
- Lht:  suckler  cow  premium.  The  amount  or  this  pr·emium  has  twen  .inc:r-•.-asr,d  PJJn  ~·, 
to  t10  ECIJ  p<·r·  cow.  MPmllr-·r·  Statf.•s  'Tlay  gr·ant  an  add it. i nna I  nat i ona.l  premi qrn  "r 
~';  1-:CII  f"·r·  Cl>W.  lr1  t.ttr.·  c:a~,:t·  uf"  Cr·,.,,,.,. 
t.tw  <Jddit..ional  prPmium  will  he  findncPd  l•y  1\w  EACCF. 
kin/IIM/coc  EN 
- q  --the  sp•·<·tal  pr·Pmlllm  for·  male  bovinP  iHllflliils.  This  IS  IJO  ECII  1wr·  animal  willt  ~-~ 
cci I in1;  of  90  head  and  is  granted  ()nly  once  in  the  1 ife  r:>f.·  an  an.imal  ovr·r 
'!  mnn tIts  <•I  <1.  A  MPrntH·r·  Stat.P  may  fix'' rntntrntun  agt'  or  IL  rn"nllts.  This  pr·•·llllllm 
lfli<Y  I···  l•illd  t•ittwr·  t.ll  th<·  l'ill'fll  nr·  ill  lh<·  t.lflll'  nr  :>liilll'.itl•·r·.  ~tllllllliJ~h  il  IJitt·;l  Ill 
illlY  •·V•'Itl.  t!llilllilt.t•ly  llt,lt(•fit.  lite  pntdUt:vr·  Itt  tile  <'Vt>llt  of  t.lw  pn~miumlwilll', 
paid  <tt  t.tw  timr~  of  sluught.cr,  sample  clwcks  wi II  be  can·if'd  out..  Thf' 
"!•t·r·<tt  i1111  "r  t.llt.'  opt.i11n  involvin1;  payrn<'lll  <tl  thl'  t.irnr·  111'  slillll',hl•·r·  will  lw 
r  •·v t•·W<·d  I"·  r~~r·•·  I  Ap1·1  I  I >tiJ I. 
k i n/11~1/ctH'  EN 
I·() Afl,JliSTI"IENT  OF  TilE  Ml LK  QUOTA  SCHEME  {SLOMJ  AND  HEI.ATED  MEASUHI·:s 
------------~--------------------------------------------- ..... 
Coni inuing  its discussions  in  the  quest  for·  a  solution  to  the  pi'<Jhlem  of  th<~ 
alloeat ion  of  SLOM  quotas  following  the  judgment  by  the  Court  of  ,lust ice,  thv 
Council  reached  a  consensus  on  the  basis  of  the  following points: 
I.  The  right  of  a  SLOM  producer  is  unconditional  but  l imitcd. 
2.  st.qM  pr·oducPrs  constitute  a  sui  fV'n(~r·is  cat.e{~or·y  which  should  bt  ....  defin(·d  i11  11 
l!t'W  /\r·ttt'lt•  .\it. 
3.  Tilt•  quota  will  be  allocated  from  an  increast~  in  the  Community  n•serv.-'  lirniL··d 
to  h(J()  000  tonnPs.  This  quantity will  h1~  dist.r·ibutr•d  to  elq•,Jhi''  pr·nrlucr·r·s 
through  the  medium  of  national  rescr·ves  without,  however,  any  oldigation  t" 
itlloeall~  under·  the  SLOM  arrangements  from  existine national  r·t'ser·vps_ 
·-. 
(I'  l't.'S sv  ~))  k i n/IIM/t·t"'  I·:N 
I  I  -23U4.l.Wl 
tl.  'l'lw  l<>llowirw,  r:r·ito•l"lil  w11t  l~t·  itppll•·d  '" d•·l•·nnilll'  Whlolt  pl·, .. tt,•·•·l·:;  u1·•· 
entitled  to  u  quota: 
Ia)  rn<tinten<Jnce  after- 31  Decemb0r·  J')tl3  or  UJ('  oblip,ali  nnt  to  m<H'kf't  m i I k 
I'XCPpl.  that.  ill  t.h•·  ca~-;··  or  il  MPrniH·r·  Sl.i-11.••  Wht•t"('  i I  is  "'''  part  or  I lit' 
nor·mal  pattern  to  pr·oduce  n  signi fic:ant.  proportion  of  mi l.k  in  the  autumn 
;wei  wintt>r·  months,  the  date  of  I  October  1083  may[)(~  ust:•d; 
(b)  ,;umpliancc!  with  the  commitment!:-;  associat.l·!d  with  l.ot.al  or·  par·t.ial 
cniiPf'tion  of  the  premium  under  HeguJat.ion  IEF-:Cl  No  107H/"77: 
lr-)  f"I''JUt>SI  suhmitt.t>d  within  R  p•·r·iod  nf"  till·,-.,.  mnntlls  f"l·"rn  the•  plll>ii(';-tl.ioll  nl 
t.lw  HCI',U lit!. ion; 
(dJ  t.IH.'  producer·  is  not  yet  in  possession  of  a  quota  unless  it.  had  bcc·n 
olltained  by  renting,  inheritance,  purchnse  or  other·  simi.lar  transr.,r·  of  <t 
h•dding  or  by  tempor·ary  transi.Pr  UIHler·  Artie[(•  ~lc(laJ  of 
Hl!gulation  No  804/613;  producers  who  have  received  quotas  under·  Llw 
pnwisions  of  Ar·ticles  3  and  tl  of  Rc·p,ulnt.ion  No  l:l~7/l:ltl  ;u·<'  ;llso  eJigibl.-
for·  an  allocation,  which  will  be  r·educed  by  the  amount  of  the  quota 
r·eceivecl  undPr·  t.lw  pr·ovisions  Ill"  t.hesr7  Al't.ir:IPs; 
(c)  t.hf"  pr·oducPr  c'an  pr·ove  to  the  satisfaction  of  the  nat iunal  author·itiPs 
I h a I.  11  I s  h o I d 1  n /',  i  ~-;  <'a p ;t b il'  (l I"  p I' u d lJ c i Ill',  I h r•  I o I a I  'Jlli  111 I  I I y  o f  rn 1 I k 
,., •q!i< ·:-;I  1 •d. 
5.  The  quota  allocated will  be  60'%.  of  the  quantity  for·  wh.ich  entitlement.  lu  t.hl' 
pr·emillrn  was  maintained. 
ktn/IIM/coc  EN 
I.:  -23/24. I. 8'.1 
6.  SLOM  pr·oduccrs  are  not  subject  to  the  additional  l<~vy  fr~r·  quant.itir·s  pr·<~duc,•d 
pr·t"r·  '" thr•  itllo<•at ion,.,.  Ill<'  SI.OM  rptrol;o  wlotl'lo  d"  11"1  qxr·•·r·d  tll;ot  <jll<ll  o. 
/\mounts  already  coll<'cted  will  be  refundt>d  fr·om  t.hl'  1-:i\Gt~F  but1gt•t.  up  to  the 
level  of  t.he  quota  allocated. 
7.  Tlw  SLOM  quota  .is  granted  under  l.h<•  following  condition~: 
(a)  the  quota  is granted  ad  personam until  the  end  of  t~e eighth  period  at 
least  unti I  that  date,  it may  not  be  disposed  of  ei~her  l.empor·':lri ly  or· 
definitively,  in  whole  or  in part;  it  may,  however,  ,be  transferred  l·y 
I 
inheritance  or·  transfer operations  simi.lnr  to  inher·~tanc<:>.  In  the  ··vent 
of  the  sale  or  lettinfl of  the  holdinn or of  dcfinit~ve  total  and 
spont.<Hlf.•ous  o:<.•ss;tf. ion  of  pnHluct ion,  Ull.'  quota  wi II :tH,  r·,.t.unll'd  t.o  11(' 
Community  r·••servP.  It  wi II  not.  tw  I' I i g i hI,.  for  any i;tbanduntn<'lll  pl'!'lltllln: 
lbl  the  quota  is  granted: 
- JH·ovisionally,  on  the  basis  of eligibility of  ttw;n•quPst; 
- d<>finitively,  il.ft.er·  a  period  of  two  year·s  if.  t.tw  f!rodtWI·r·  Cil.n  prove  to 
the  satisfaction of  the  national  authorities  that ihe  has  become  an 
active  pr·oducer·.  at  the  level  of  at  least  80'J;,  of  his  quota  ;ollocation. 
This  lf'vel  will  be  assessed  taking  ac<~ount  of  dPvelopm•'nts  in  •hf'  rhythm 
uf  pr·oduct.ion  ott  t.li!•  pn>duco·r·'s  lwlding,  s•~il~i<•llill  o:ondit.iun}.  and  any 
••xr:r·pt  i onal  r· i r·o·urnst.ancPs. 
kin/HM/coe  EN 
13  -23/24.J.fl<) 
H.  ThP  Commission  will  distribute  the  quotas.in  pr·oport.ion  t.o  tlw  C!pplicat.Jon,; 
which  fulfil  the  criteria set  out  in  parap,r·aph  4  to  the  sitt.isfaction  of  th•· 
Commission.  If  total  applications  fall  short  of.  or·  exceed,  t.he  increa,;e  111 
the  Community  reserve,  the  Commission  will  make  an  appropriate  proposal 
consistent  with  paragraph  5. 
9.  The  Commission  proposals  on  the  price  of  butter and  on  the  co-responsibil1ty 
levy  an•  approved  with  effect  from  I  i\pr·il  191!9.  The  amPndrnent  to  Article  4a 
is  accepted  for  the  first  two  years  during  which  Lhe  quota  system  was 
applicable  in  each  Member  State. 
The  Council  instructed  the  Special  Committee  on  Agriculture  to  finalize  the 
RegulatJ<.'ns  relating to  these  measures  so  that  they  could  bP  formnlly  appnlVPd  al 
a  fcn·thcom.irtg  meeting. 
-··· 
t1  l1•t1/ i\'1  ll'r·•·sso·  •,  I  I·:N 
- I t1  .. 23/24.1.89 
AGRI-MONETARY  MEASURES 
The  Council  agreed  on  the  proposal  for  an  adjustment  in  the  green  rates  in 
Greece,  ll•ading  to  a  reduction  in  the  lll'!',ativt>  real  morwt.ilt'Y  gap  of  6  poin·s  from 
30  ,January  1989,  in  the  light  of  the  esrecially  large  monf!UH·y  r,aps  in  Cre•!Ce. 
This  measure  falls  within  the  context  of  the  decisions  on  the  1988-1989  price 
package,  which  provided  for  appropriate  action  to  be  taken  for  Greece  in  order  to 
maintain  the  movement  initiated  in  its  favour  when  these  decisions  were  taken. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  agreed  to  abolish  negative  MCAs  for  pigmeat  in  Ireland  from 
30  January  1989  by  making  a  minimum  devaluation  in  the  green  rate  for  the  Irish 
pound  applied  in  this  sector  in  addition  to  the  dismantling of  the  monetary  gap 
decided  on  in  July  1988. 
0 
0  0 
When  decisions  were  taken  on  prices  for  the  19HR-1989  marketing  year,  it  w.s 
agr·e•·J  t.hat  in  tlw  beef  and  veal  sector·  dismantling  of  the  rwgat.ive  real  rn"net.iH'Y 
gaps  would  be  decided  when  the  reform  of  the  common  organization  of  the  markets 
was  definitively  adopted . 
..  ---·· ··-····---···-·------- -----·····-·····-
41(>11/11')  (I'!'PSSP  '))  krn/IIM/t'lll~  EN 
- I •,  -23/24.1  fl') 
This  reform  was  agreed  in  principle  and  the  Council  decided  that  the  monetary 
gaps  in  this  sector  Ill  should  be  dismantled  as  from  27  February  1989  when  the 
reform  will  be  definitely  adopted. 
(I I  0,5  po1nt  BILlE/UK 
1 ,0  point  DK 
I  ,.  ..  )  point  F 
I •  ,..,~~  point  IRL  .,  ,. 
'-. )  potnts  l 
...  ---------------·· ···-------- -·· -----·-·-·  - --·--·-----· 
!JJ(,IJ/['.'>  (l'r·o·sst·  ~)  kin/HM/t·oc  r·:N 
- I ,o, 23/24.1.fl<J 
NUT-GROWING 
At  this  stage  the  Council  adopted  a  favourable  attitude  on  a  series  of  measures 
aimed  at  increasing  the  competitiveness  of  these  products.  In  addition  to  the 
aid  provided  for  by  Regulation  No  1035/72,  additional  encouragement  would  be 
given  to  the  formation  of  producers'  organizations  and  their  role  in  production 
and  marketing  would  be  strengthened.  For  tilis  pur·pose,  aid,  t.hP  cost  of  which 
would  be  portly  borne  by  the  EAGGF,  would  be  granted  for·: 
- the  formation  of  groups  for  two  years, 
- the  initial  creation of  a  revolving  fund, 
-varietal  conversion  anrl  m;u·keting  moder·nlzat.ion, 
- pr·omoti.on  measures. 
( J>r···s:;c  'i J  k i n/IIM/ coc  EN 
17 23/24. !.89 
SMALL  f'IWDUCERS  OF  CEREALS 
As  rceards  the  general  rules  applicable  to  small  producers,  the  Council  agreed 
basicAlly  to  maintAin  the  rules  in  force  for  the  1988/1989  marketing  year  for· 
three  marketing  years. 
As  r·cg;u·ds,  in  particular,  the  definiti•m  of  small  producers,  the  Council  thought 
it  should  be  for  the  Member  States  to  decide  which  farmers  are  to  be  so 
considered.  In  this  context  the  Member  States  will  take  account  in  particular of 
the  ar·ea  given  over  to  the  cultivation of  cereals  and/or·  the  utilized 
agricult.ur·nl  ar·ea  and/or  t.he  amount  r.er·Pals  contr·.ibutf'  to  thf'  earnings  or  til<· 
holdings. 
This  Regulation  will  be  formally  adopted  at  a  forthcoming  Council  meeting  once 
the  texts  have  been  finalized. 
The  220  MECU  making  up  the  total  amount  of  aid  intended  for  small  producers  as 
compensation  for  the  co-responsibility  levy  will  be  apportioned  between  Member 
States  by  the  Commission  under  the  Management  Committee  procedur·c  in  the  light  of 
sales  by  producers  marketing  a  maximum  of  25  tonnes. 
0  0 
·-- ···- ·-------------··--
1111)4/ll')  (J'!'CSSC  :,}  kin/HM/coc  EN 
II\  -23/..'4.1.89 
OTHER  ITEMS  ON  THE  AGENDA 
SPECIFIC  MEASURE  POR  CERTAIN  GRAIN  LEGUMES 
1~e Council  discussed  the  proposal  for  a  specific  measure  for  certain grain 
legumes,  on  which  the  Eur~pean Parliament's  Opinion  is  awaited. 
The  Cou!Jcil  was  favour·ably  disposed  to  the  introduction  of  a  system  of  aid  per· 
hectare  for  the  products  in  question  which  would  make  it possible  to  take  account 
of  the  particular difficulties  encountered  by  the  producers  in  question. 
The  Council,  which  will  take  a  decision  on  this  proposal  once  the  European 
Parliament  had  deliverPrl  its  Opinion.  in  the  ml~anUme  instructed  the  Speci:ll 
Comrnit.t..~c·  on  Agricultltr't•  t.o  prepar·e  n  text  in  kr~cpinp,  wit.h  this  npproach. 
~------·--- .. - ·------ ---------·. ---------·----· ----~-- --- . 
kin/HM/coc  EN 
- I c,  -23/24.!.B9 
GENERAL  RULES  FOR  THE  IMPORT  OF  WINES  GRAPE  JUICE  AND  GRAPE  MUST 
The  Council  agreed  to  the  proposal  extending  unt.i.l  31  ,July  1989  thr~  derogat.lons 
on  imports  into  the  Community  of  vine  products  from  which  the  United  States 
benefit  with  regard  to  the  presentation of  certificates of  origin  and  conformity 
as  well  as  analysis  reports. 
The  aim  of  this  extension  is  to  contribute  to  the  smooth  progress  of  the 
consultations  taking  place  with  the  United  States  on  certain  commercial  asjlect.s 
in  the  wtne  sector,  including better protection of  the  geographical  names  used  to 
describe  Community  wines. 
k i n/IIM/ ,.,,,.  EN 
.. 23/24. !.89 
EXCEPTIONAL  EMERGENCY  MEASURE  FOR  THE  LESS-FAVOURED  AREAS  OF  PORTUGAL 
The  Council  examined  the  proposal  (on  which  it  is  awaiting  the  European 
Parliament's  Opinion)  introducing  a  special  emergency  measure  as  a  result  of  the 
exceptionally adverse  climatic  conditions  in  Portugal  in  the  first  half  of  1988. 
Under  this  measure,  the  Community  will  make  a  financial  contribution  of  20  MECU 
to  agricultural  holdings  in  the  less-favoured  areas  of  Portugal  in  the  form  of  an 
addition  to  the  compensatory  allowances  to  be  paid  in  1989. 
The  Counci I,  which  was  favourably  disposed  to  this  proposal,  will  resume  its 
examination  of  the  matter  as  soon  as  it has  received  the  European  Parliament's 
Opinion  and  will  then  formally  adopt  the  Regulation. 
4164/IJ')  (Pn':-;St'  '.1)  kin/HM/coc  EN 
2 I  -23/24.1.89 
PRICES  OF  AGRICULTURAL  PRODUCTS  AND  RELATED  MEASURES  ( 1989-1990) 
The  Council  heard  an  introductory  statement  by  Mr  MAC  SHARRY,  Member  of  the 
Commission,  on  the  proposals  on  agricultural  prices  and  on  certain  related 
measures  for  the  marketing  year  1989-1990. 
The  Council  will  commence  its examination  of  these  proposals  at  its next  meeting. 
------------------- 4164/RY  (Presse  5)  kin/HM/coc  EN 23/24.I.89 
MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
Other agricultural  decisions 
Following the  substantive agreement  reached at  its  Internal Market  meeting  on 
22  December  1988,  the  Council  formally  adopted  a  common  position on  a  Council 
Directive  on  the  off~cial control of  foodstuffs. 
Further to  the  substantive  agreement  reached at its Agriculture meeting  in 
December  1988,  the Council  formally  adopted  a  common  position with  a  view  to  the 
adoption of a  Council  Regulation  laying down  general  rules  on  the definition, 
description and  presentation of spirit drinks. 
The  Council  also  formally  adopted  Regulations: 
- amending  Regulation  No  1581/86  laying down  general  rules  for  intervention on 
the  market  in cereals as  regards  the  conditions  under which  products  may  be 
sold  for  supply  as  Community  food  aid; 
extending until  31  December  1989  Regulation  No  3310/75  on  agriculture  in the 
Grand  Duchy  of  Luxembourg. 
4164/89  (Presse  5)  kin/HM/mc  EN 
- I  -Presse  - 4  - G 
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4163/89  (Presse  4)  corrigendum 
corrigendum 
to  the  press  release  from  the 
l295th  Council  meeting  General  Affairs 
- Brussels,  23  January  1989  -
MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS,  Appointments,  page III 
The  text  concerning  the  Court  of Auditors  is  incorrect:  the  CcJuncil's 
decision  on  the  replacement  of Mr  BRIXTOFTE,  member  of  the  Court 
of Auditors,  at  that  stage  concerned  the  consultation of  the 
European  Parliament;  the  decision  on  the  appointment  will  not 
be  taken  until  the  Parliament  has  delivered its Opinion. 
P;resse  4  - G 23.1.89 
The  Governments  of  the  Member  States  and  the  Commission  of  the  European 
Communities  were  represented  as  follows: 
Belgium: 
Mr  Paul  DE  KEERSMAEKER 
Denmark: 
Mr  Knud-Erik  TYGESEN 
Germany: 
Mrs  Irmgard  ADAM-SCHWAETZER 
Greece: 
Mr  Theodoros  PANGALOS 
Spain: 
Mr  Francisco  FERNANDEZ  ORDONEZ 
Mr  Pedro  SOLBES  MIRA 
Mr  Apolonio  RUlZ  LIGERO 
France: 
Mr  Roland  DUMAS 
4163/89  {Presse  4) 
State Secretary for  European  Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Ministry  of  Foreign  Affairs 
Minister of  State, 
Federal  Ministry  of  Foreign Affairs 
Deputy  Minister  for  Foreign  Affairs 
Minister  for  Foreign  Affairs 
State Secretary  for  Relations  with  the 
European  Communities 
State Secretary  for  Trade 
Ministre  d'Etat, 
Minister  for  Foreign  Affairs 
dey/HM/rrim  EN 
- 2  -Ireland: 
Mr  Brian  LENIHAN 
Mrs  Maire  GEOGHEGAN-QUINN 
~: 
Mr  Giulio  ANDREOTTI 
Mr  Renato  RUGGIERO 
Luxembourg: 
Mr  Jacques  F.  POOS 
Netherlands: 
Mrs  Y.M.C.T.  van  ROOY 
B.J.M.  Baron  van  VOORST  tot  VOORST 
Portugal: 
Mr  Joao  de  DEUS  PINHEIRO 
Mr  Vitor  MARTINS 
4163/89  (Presse  4) 
Minister  for  Foreign Affairs 
Minister of  State for 
European  Affairs 
Minister  for  Foreign Affairs 
Minister for  Foreign  Trade 
Minister  for  Foreign Affairs 
Minister for  Foreign Trade 
State Secretary,  Ministry  of 
Foreign Affairs 
Minister for  Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary for  European 
Integration 
dey/HM/mm  EN 
23 .I.  89 
- 3  -United  Kingdom: 
Mrs  Lynda  CHALKER 
Commission: 
Mr  Jacques  DELORS 
Mr  Frans  H.J.J.  ANDRIESSEN 
Mr  Abel  MATUTES 
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- 4  -23.1.89 
UNITED  STATES  - HORMONES:  COUNCIL  CONCLUSIONS 
The  Council  took  stock of  the  situation.  It  took  note  of  the  practical 
arrangement  reached  with  the  United  States  regarding  a  period  of  grace  until 
31  January  1989  for  goods  despatched  by  either side before  1  January  1989.  It 
also  noted  applications  made  by  American  producers  to  export  to  the  Community 
beef  and  veal  meeting  the  criteria of  Community  legislation  and  it encouraged  the 
Commission  to  conclude its examination  of  these  applications  rapidly. 
The  Council  called  upon  the  Commmission  to  continue  the  action  initiated in  GATT 
seeking  condemnation  of  the  unilateral  retaliatory measures  introduced  by  the 
United  States  in  breach  of  the  rules  of  the  General  Agreement.  It called  upon 
the  Commission  also  to  continue  bilateral efforts with  the  American  authorities 
to  reach  an  amicable  settlement  to  the  dispute.  The  Council  invites  the  new 
United  States Administration  to  suspend  the ulilateral  measures  in  the  meantime. 
The  Council  approved  the  revised  list of  Community  counter-measures  taking 
account  of  the  reduced  volume  of  trade  affected  by  the  American  measures.  These 
counter-measures  consist  in  raising  customs  duties  to  100%  for  walnuts  in  shell 
and  the  following  dried  fruit:  apricots,  peaches,  prunes,  apples  and  pears, 
papaws,  fruit  salads. 
The  Council  will  take  stock of  the  situation at  its session  on  20  February  and 
the  counter-measures  will  be  put  into  effect  unless  there  is satisfactory 
progress  in  GATT  or  in bilateral  negotiations  with the  United  States. 
4163/89  (Presse  4)  dey/HM/mm  EN 
- 5  -23.I.89 
RELATIONS  WITH  THE  EFTA  COUNTRIES 
The  Council  took  stock of relations  with  the  EFTA  countries,  on  the  basis  of  an 
oral  report  from  the  Commission. 
It  was  pleased  to  note  that  substantial progress  had  been  made  towards  creating 
the  European  economic  area provided  for  in  the  Luxembourg  Declaration,  and  with 
the  current  work  programme. 
The  Council  confirmed  its determination  to  extend  and  strengthen  co-operation 
with  the  EFTA  partners,  in  line with  the  conclusions  of  the  European  Council  in 
Rhodes. 
It  called  upon  the  Permanent  Representatives  Committee,  together with  the 
Commission,  to  keep  a  careful  watch  on  the  current  discussions  and  provide  them 
with  the  necessary  stimulus. 
The  Presidency  informed  members  of  the  Council  that  it  intended  to  organize  a 
meeting  between  the  Foreign Ministers  of  the  Member  States  of  the  EEC  and  EFTA  in 
Brussels  on  20  and  21  March  1989. 
FINANCIAL  PROTOCOLS  WITH  CYPRUS  AND  MALTA 
The  Council  adopted  Decisions  authorizing  the  Commission  to  negotiate with  Cyprus 
and  Malta  the  conclusion  of  a  Third  Financial  Protocol  between  these  countries 
and  the  European  Economic  Community  and  laying  down  negotiating directives  for 
the  purpose. 
4163/89  (Presse  4)  dey/HM/mm  EN 
- 6  -23.1.89 
VOTING  RIGHTS  FOR  COMMUNITY  NATIONALS  IN  LOCAL  ELECTIONS  IN  THEIR  MEMBER  STATES 
OF  RESIDENCE 
The  Council  heard  a  statement  by  the  President  drawing  the  attention of  the 
Member  States  to  the political  importance  of this  issue  in making  the  people  of 
Europe  aware  that  Europe  was  moving  forward. 
The  Council  agreed  that  examination of  the  Commission  proposal  for  a  Directive  on 
the  subject  should  begin  as  soon  as  the  European  Parliament's  Opinion  had  been 
received,  so  that it could  be  discussed  at  the  Council's  meeting  in May. 
·----------·--·-·--·------- -------------------------------- ----------
4163/89  (Presse  4)  dey/BM/nun  EN 
- 7  -23. I. 89 
MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
Trade  Policy 
- Trade  agreements 
The  Council  adopted  a  Decision  authorizing extension or tacit  renewal  of 
certain  trade  agreements  concluded  between  Member  States  and  third  countries 
(4th  tranche  1988). 
- Anti-dumping 
The  Council  adopted  Regulations 
= extending  - for  a  maximum  of  two  months  from  4  February  1989  - the 
anti-dumping  duty  on  imports  of paint,  distemper,  varnish  and  similar brushes 
originating  in  the  People's  Republic  of  China; 
= imposing  a  definitive anti-dumping  duty  on  imports  of  copper  sulphate 
originating  in  Bulgaria  and  the  Soviet  Union. 
The  rate  of  duty  is  equal  to  the  following  percentages  of  the 
free-at-Community-frontier price  for: 
Bulgaria  58% 
Soviet  Union  56% 
~163/89 (Presse  4)  dey/HM/mm  EN 
- I  -23.1.89 
OECD  - negotiations  concerning  good  laboratory practice 
The  Council  authorized  the  Commission  to  participate,  on  behalf  of  the 
Community,  in  the negotiations  within  the  OECD  on  a  Decision-Recommendation  on 
Compliance  with Principles  of  Good  Laboratory  Practice,  and  approved  directives 
for  the  purpose. 
Iron  and  steel:  external  aspects  1989 
The  Council  authorized  the  Commission  to  conduct  negotiations  on  the  external 
aspects  of  steel  for  1989  and  adopted  negotiating directives  for  the  purpose. 
Research 
The  Council  adopted  a  Decision  approving  the  conclusion  by  the  Commission  of 
the  Agreement  for  co-operation between  the  EAEC  and  the  Government  of  Japan  in 
the  field  of  controlled  thermonuclear  fusion. 
Appointments 
- Economic  and  Social  Committee 
Acting  on  proposals  from  the  French  and  Netherlands  Governments  respectively, 
the  Council  appointed  Mr  Joel  DECAILLON  in  place  of  Mr  Andre  DUNET  and 
Mr  G.W.M.  LUSTENHOUWER  in place  of  Dr  L.N.  GORIS  for  the  remainder  of  their 
terms  of  office,  which  run  until  20  September  1990. 
4163/89  (Presse  4)  dey/HM/mm  EN 
- II  -23  0  l.  89 
- Court  of  Auditors 
Acting  on  a  proposal  from  the  Danish  Government,  the  Council  appointed 
Mr  Ole  WARBERG  as  member  of the  Court  of  Auditors  in  place  of  Mr  BRIXTOFTE 
with  effect  from  18  April  1989  and  for  the  remainder of  the  latter's  term  of 
office. 
- Other  appointments 
The  Council  adopted  a  Decision  renewing  the  Advisory  Committee  on  Freedom  of 
Movement  for  Workers. 
The  Council  also  took  Decisions  on  the  replacement  of  two  members  - one  has 
died  and  the  other has  resigned  - of  the  Euratom  Supply  Agency  Advisory 
Committee  for  the  remainder  of  their terms  of  office,  which  run  until 
28  March  1989. 
4163/89  (Presse  4)  dey/HM/mm  EN 
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COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
4670/89  (Presse  11  l 
1296th Council  meeting 
- Economic  and  Financial  Affairs  -
Brussels,  13  February  1989 
President:  Mr  Carlos  SOLCHAGA  CATALAN, 
Minister for  Economic  Affairs  and  Finance 
of  the  Kingdom  of  Spain 13.11.89 
The  Governments  of  the  Member  States  and  the  Commission  of  the  European 
Communities  were  represented  as  follows: 
Belgium: 
Mr  Philippe  MAYSTADT 
Denmark: 
Mr  Niels  HELVEG  PETERSEN 
Germany: 
Mr  Gerhard  STOLTENBERG 
Mr  Hans  TIETMEYER 
Greece: 
Mr  Panayotis  ROUMELIOTIS 
Spain: 
Mr.Carlos  SOLCHAGA  CATALAN 
Mr  Pedro  PEREZ 
France: 
Mr  Pierre  BEREGOVOY 
Ireland: 
Mr  Albert  REYNOLDS 
Mr  Giuliano  AMATO 
Mr·  Emi I io  COLOMBO 
Luxembourg: 
Mr  Jacques  POOS 
4670/89  (Presse  17) 
Minister  for  Finance 
Minister  for  Economic  Affairs 
Minister  for  Finance 
State Secretary,  Federal  Ministry 
of  Finance 
Minister for  Economic  Affairs 
Minister  for  Economic  Affairs  and 
Finance 
State  Secretary,  Ministry of 
Economic  Affairs 
Minister  for  Economic  Affairs, 
Finance  and  the  Budget 
Minister for  Finance 
Minister for  the  Treasury 
Minister  for  Finance 
Minister  for  Economic  Affairs  and 
the  Self-Employed 
fel/MI/bt  EN 
- 2  -13.II.89 
Netherlands: 
Mr  O.C.R.  RUDING  Minister  for  finance 
Mr  H.E.  KONING  State Secretary for  Finance 
Portugal: 
Mr  Miguel  CADILHE  Minister for  Finance 
United  Kingdom: 
Mr  Peter  LILLEY  Economic  Secretary,  Treasury 
0 
0  0 
Commission: 
Mr  Henning  CHRISTOPHERSEN  Vice-President 
Mrs  Christiane  SCRIVENER  Member 
--:::-:---·--------------------·---· 
~670/89  (Presse  17)  fel/MI/bt  EN 
- 3  -13.11.89 
TAXATION  OF  SAVINGS 
First  of all,  Mrs  SCRIVENER,  member  of  the  Commission,  presented  the  main  points 
of  the  proposals  on  taxation of  savings  which  the  Commission  adopted  on 
8  February. 
The  Council  held  a  first  exchange  of  views  on  these  proposals,  during  which  the 
delegations  indicated  their basic  approaches  on  the  subject. 
Following this  discussion,  the  Council  gave  instructions  for  an  ad  hoc  Working 
Party  composed  of  senior officials  responsible  for  taxation  and  liberalization of 
capital  movements  to  examine  the  Commission  proposals.  This  Working  Party will 
report  to  the  Permanent  Representatives  Committee  in sufficient  time  for  it to 
prepare  for  the  Council  discussion  on  the  subject  at  its meeting  on  17  April. 
4670/89  (Presse  17)  fel/MI/bt  EN 
- 4  -13.11.89 
OTHER  DECISIONS  IN  THE  ECONOMIC  AND  FINANCIAL  FIELD 
Harmonization  of  the  compilation of  Gross  National  Product  at  market  prices 
( GNP!!!£.2. 
Further  to  the  agreement  on  substance  reached  at  its meeting  on  24  June  1988  and 
the  entry  into  force  on  1  February  1989  of  the  Decision  on  the  own  resources  of 
the  Communities,  the  Council  formally  adopted  the  Directive  on  the  harmonization 
of  the  compilation  of  Gross  National  Product  at  market  prices. 
This  Directive  is  a  response  to  the  fact  that  the  own  resources  Decision,  which 
has  just  entered  into  force,  creates  an  additional  own  resource  of  the 
Communities  based  on  the  Member  States'  gross  national  products  and  that its 
applir.ation  calls  for  increased  comparability  and  reliability of  the  aggregate 
amount  involved. 
Furthermore,  the  completion  of  the  internal  market  will  increase  the  need  for 
comparable  data  on  the  GNPmp  aggregate  and  its components,  which  will  also  be 
important  analysis  factorb  for  the  co-ordination of  economic  policies. 
The  conceptual  and  practical  comparability of  the  GNPmp  data is  ensured  by 
compliance  with  the  relevant  definitions  and  accounting rules  of  the  European 
System  of  Integrated  Economic  Accounts  (ESA)  and  by  the  collation of basic  data 
and  the  application of  assessment  procedures  according  to  harmonized  rules. 
4670/89  (Presse  17)  fel/MI/bt  EN 
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Publication of  annual  accounting  documents  of  branches  of  credit  and  fina~cial 
institutions 
Following  the  adoption  of  a  common  position at  its  Internal  Market  meetir·g  on 
7  June  1988  and  after  the  co-operation procedure  had  taken  its course,  tbe 
Council  adopted  the  Directive  on  the  obligations  of  branches  established  in  a 
Member  State of  credit  and  financial  institutions  having  their head  offices 
outside  that  Member  State  regarding  the  publication of  annual  accounting 
documents. 
(See  Press  Release  6635/88  Presse  78) 
MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
A:-~ti-dumping 
The  Council  adopted  a  Regulation  repealing Regulation  (EECl  No  3205/88  concerning 
certain photocopiers  assembled  in  the  Community  by  Koni.ca  Business  Machi~es 
Man11facturing  GmbH. 
Thi~'  decision  follows  the  acceptance  by  the  Commission  of  the  undertaking offered 
by  Konica  giving satisfactory guarantees  regarding  its operations  in the 
Community. 
Iron  and  steel 
The  Representatives  of  the  Governments  of  the  Member  States,  meeting  within  the 
Council,  adopted  the  Decision  on  the  opening  of  a  zero-duty  tariff quota  for 
Spain  for  flats  of  silicon electrical  steel  coming  from  third  countries  for  the 
period  1  January  to  30  June  1989  (CN  code  ex  72251099). 
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The  Council  gave  its assent,  in accordance  with  the  second  paragraph  of 
Article  54  of  the  ECSC  Treaty,  for partial financing  of  the  building of  a  new 
line for  a  high-speed  train service  between  Paris  and  Brest,  Quimper,  Le  Croisic, 
La  Rochelle,  Toulouse,  Tarbes  and  Hendaye  ("TGV  Atlantique" project). 
Research 
Following  the  adoption  of  a  common  position  on  17  November  1988  (see 
Press  Release  9343/88  Presse  173),  approved  by  the  European  Parliament  under  the 
co-operation procedure  on  18  January  1989,  the  Council  adopted  the  Decision  on  a 
European  stimulation plan  for  economic  science  (1989-1992)(SPESl. 
Civil  protection 
The  Representatives  of  the  Governments  of  the  Member  States,  meeting within  the 
Council,  adopted  the  Resolution  on  new  developments  in  Community  co-operation  on 
civjl  protection  (which  appeared  in Press  Release  8880/88  Presse  160  of  4.XI.88). 
Health  and  Safety  of  Workers  - new  framework  Directive 
following  the  approval  as  regards  substance  given  at  its Social  Affairs  meeting 
on  16  and  17  December  1988,  the  Council  formally  adopted  the  common  position  with 
a  view  to  the  adoption  of  a  Directive  on  the  introduction of  measures  to 
encourage  improvements  in  the  safety and  health of  workers  at  the  workplace  (see 
Press  Release  No  10222/88  Presse  211). 
4670/89  (Presse  17)  fel/MI/bt  EN 
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Appointments 
- Economic  and  Social  Committee 
On  a  proposal  from  the  German  government,  the  Council  appointed 
Mr  Gunther  LAPPAS  a  member  of  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee  in replacement 
of  Mr  Willy  LOJEWSKI,  a  member  who  has  resigned,  for  the  remainder  of 
Mr  LOJEWSKI's  term  of  office,  which  runs  until  20  September  1990. 
- Scientific  and  Technical  Committee 
The  Council  adopted  the  Decision  appointing  the  members  of  the  Euratom 
Scientific  and  Technical  Committee  for  the  period  1 April  1988  to 
31  March  1993. 
- Other  appointments 
The  Council  took  decisions  replacing  members  of 
- the  ECSC  Consultative  Committee 
- the  Advisory  Committee  on  Social  Security  for  Migrant  Workers 
- the  Advisory  Committee  on  Vocational  Training 
- the  Advisory  Committee  on  Freedom  of  Movement  for  Workers 
- the  Advisory  Committee  on  Pharmaceutical  Training 
- the  Advisory  Committee  on  Nursing Training. 
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President:  Mr  Carlos  ROMERO  HERRERA 
Minister  for  Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
of  the  Kingdom  of  Spain 13/14. II.89 
The  Governments  of  the  Member  States  and  the  Commission  of  the  European 
Communities  were  represented  as  follows: 
Belgium 
Mr  Paul  DE  KEERSMAEKER 
Denmark 
Mr  Laurits  TOERNAES 
Germany 
Mr  Walter  KITTEL 
Greece 
Mr  Yannis  POTTAKIS 
Mr  Carlo  ROMERO  HERRERA 
Mr  Vicente  ALBERO 
France 
Mr  Henri  NALLET 
Ireland 
Mr  Michael  O'KENNEDY 
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Luxembourg 
Mr  Marc  FISCHBACH 
Netherlands 
Mr  Gerrit  BRAKS 
Portugal 
Mr  Alvaro  BARRETO 
Mr  Arlindo  CUNHA 
United  Kingdom 
Mr  John  McGREGOR 
Mr  Richard  RYDER 
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PRICES  FOR  AGRICULTURAL  PRODUCTS  AND  RELATED  MEASURES  1989/1990 
The  Council  held  an  initial discussion  on  the  Commission  proposals  on  the  prices 
for agricultural  products  and  on  certain related measures  for  the  1989/1990 
marketing year. 
This  general  discussion enabled  delegations  to air their initial reactions  to  the 
proposals. 
The  Council  instructed the  Special  Committee  on  Agriculture  to  carry out  a 
detailed  study,  sector by  sector,  to  enable  the Council  to  continue  its 
discussion at  its March  meeting. 
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EXTENSIFICATION  OF  PRODUCTION 
The  Council  examined  the  proposal  on  extensification of production,  on  which  the 
Opinion of  the  European  Parliament  was  awaited. 
Following this discussion,  it established that the political tendency  was  broadly 
in favour  of a  compromise  text  from  the  Presidency. 
The  Council  will  resume  its examination of this question after receiving  the 
European  Parliament's  Opinion. 
4435/89  (Presse  15)  fel/CH/bzb  EN 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
Own  resources 
Following  the  discussions  of  the  Ecofin Council  on  12  December  1988,  the  Council 
approved  two  joint guidelines  on  proposals  for Regulations: 
- on  the  definitive uniform  arrangements  for  the collection of  own  resources 
accruing  from  value  added  tax  (VAT) 
- implementing  Decision  88/376/EEC  on  the  system of  the  Communities'  own 
resources. 
These  joint  guidelines  will  be  forwarded  to  the  European  Parliament  as  part  of 
the  decision-making  procedure. 
(see  Press  Release  10149/88  of  12  December  1988). 
Customs  Union 
The  Council  formally  adopted  the  Regulation totally or partially suspending 
certain  customs  duties  applicable  - under  the  Act  of Accession  - by  the  Community 
of  Ten  to  imports  from  Spain. 
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Minister for  Foreign  Affairs 
of  the  Kingdom  of  Spain 20.II.89  ~, 
The  Governments  of  the  Member  States  and  the  Commission  of  the  Bilrop~ean 
Communities  were  represented  as  follows: 
Belgium: 
Mr  Leo  TINDEMANS 
Mr  Paul  DE  KEERSMAEKER 
Denmark: 
Mr  Knud-Erik  TYGESEN 
Germany: 
Mr  Hans-Dietrich  GENSCHER 
Mrs  Irmgard  ADAM-SCHWAETZER 
Greece: 
Mr  Theodoros  PANGALOS 
Spain: 
Mr  Francisco  FERNANDEZ  ORDONEZ 
Mr  Pedro  SOLBES  MIRA 
Mr  Apo:ionio  RUIZ  LIGERO 
France: 
Mr  Roland  DUMAS 
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UNITED  STATES:  HORMONES  - Conclusions  of  the  Council 
The  Council  took  stock  of  the  situation  regarding  the  dispute  over  hormones  with 
the  United  States  both  at multilateral  level  in  GATT  and  at  the  level  of 
bilateral  contacts  with  the  new  United  States  Administration. 
The  Council  took  note  of  the  Commission  report  on  the  consulstations  it  had  held 
in  Washington  on  17  and  18  February  1989  and  expressed  its appreciation of  the 
.·esults  of  those  consultations  and  of  the efforts  made  by·Mr  ANDRIESSEN  and 
Mr  MAC  SHARRY. 
It  noted  that  the  terms  resulting  from  the  Washington  talks  were  a  step  in  the 
right  direction  which  should  make  it possible  to  reach  a  solution  consistent  with 
Community  law. 
The  Council  also  noted  the  preliminary results  of  the multilateral  action 
initiated by  the  Community  within  GATT. 
The  Council  confirmed  its conclusions  of  23  January  1989.  In particular,  it 
requested  the  Commission  to  continue  the  action  initiated  in  GATT  to  have  the 
United  States'  unilateral  measures  condemned,  and  to  continue  its efforts at 
bilateral  level  to  find  an  amicable  settlement  to  the  dispute.  It  once  again 
called  upon  the  United  States Administration  to  suspend  application  of  the 
unilateral  measures. 
The  Commission  will  keep  the  Council  abreast  of  developments  in  the  situation. 
4860/89  (Presse  22)  ill/HM/ep  EN 
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EXPORT  OF  CERTAIN  CHEMICAL  PRODUCTS 
The  Council  adopted  a  Regulation  making  the  export  of  8  chemical  products  subject 
to  a  prior authorization  to  be  issued  by  the  competent  authoriH~s of  the  Member 
States.  Suph  authorization must  be  refused  if there  is  reason  to  b~lieve  th~t 
the  products  under  consideration will  be  used  for  the  develop~ent or  ptod~ction 
of  chemical  weapons  or  that  there  is  a  risk of their being  deli~ered directly or 
indirectly to belligerent  countries or to  areas  of  serious  interhational  tension. 
The  products  involved  are: 
C  CN 
1.  Thiodiglycol  2930  90  90 
2.  Phosphorus  Oxychloride  2812  10  10 
3.  Dimethyl  Methyl  Phosponate  2931  00  co 
4.  Methyl  Phosphonyl  Difluoride  2931  (\0  00 
5.  Methyl  Phosphonyl  Dichloride  2931  00  C<.l 
6.  Dimethyl  Phosphite  2920  •)(l  9C 
7.  Phosphorus  Trichloride  2812  10  1(.\ 
8.  Trimethyl  Phosphite  2920  90  90 
The  content  of  this  list  may  be  re-examined  if necessary. 
This  Regulation,  which  is  based  on  a  Commission  proposal,  ensues  from  a  consensus 
reached  in Political Co-operation  (in particular at  the  meeting of Ministers  for 
Political  Co-operation  in Madrid  on  14  February  1989)  that it is necessary  to 
take  urgent  measures  to  control  the  export  of  certain chemical  products  which 
could  be  used  for  the  production  of  such  weapons. 
It  should  be  noted  that,  at  the  international  conference  on  chemical  weapons 
which  took  place  in  Paris  from  7  to  11  January  1989  the  Member  States  of  the 
European  Economic  Community  strictly condemned  the  use  of  chemical  weapon:c;  a:H~ 
underlined  their  commitment  to  the  early  conclusion  of  a  global,  comprchen~~vc 
4860/89  (Presse  22)  i 11/HM/ ep  EN 
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and  verifiable  convention  on  the  prohibition of  the  development,  production, 
stockpiling and  use  of  chemical  weapons  and  on  their destruction  . 
. The  Regulation  does  not  change  the  scope  for  Member  States  to  carry out,  in 
accordance  with  the  Treaty,  other export  and  transit  control  activities  designed 
to  prevent  the  development,  production,  stockpiling and  proliferation of  chemical 
weapons. 
The  Regulation will  enter into force  on  the  day  of its publication  in  the 
Official  Journal  of  the  European  Communities,  i.e.  on  22  February  1989. 
4860/89  (Presse  22)  ill/HM/ep  EN 
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RELATIONS  WITH  TUNISIA 
The  Council  prepared  for  the  4th meeting  of  the  EEC-Tunisia  Co-op_eration  Council, 
which  was  held  at  the  beginning  of  that  same  afternoon. 
PREPARATION  OF  THE  Vth  EEC-CENTRAL  AMERICA  MEETING  (SAN  PEDRO  SULA,  27  AND 
28.II.1989) 
1he  Council  agreed  on  the  common  position for  the  forthcoming  EEC-Central  America 
Ministerial  Conference  in  San  Pedro  Sula,  the  major political significance  of 
~hich it emphasized. 
FINANCIAL  AND  TECHNICAL  CO-OPERATION  WITH  THE  LATIN  AMERICAN  AND  ASIAN  DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES 
'l'he  Council  noted  that  the  Commission  would  shortly  be  submitting to  it a  report 
on  financial  and  technical  co-operation  with  the  Latin American  and  Asian 
developing  countries  covering  the  period  1976  to  1988. 
The  report  will  be  examined  by  the  Permanent  Representatives  Committee  as  soon  as 
it is  received,  with  a  view  to  preparing the  discussions  of  the  next  Develoment 
Council  meeting  in  May  1989. 
RENEWAL  OF  THE  ACP-EEC  CONVENTION 
The ·Council  noted  a  report  from  the  Presidency  and  information provided  by 
Vice-President  MARIN  on  the  conduct  and  results  of  the ministerial  negotiating 
meeting  on  the  renewal  of  the  ACP-EEC  Convention,  held  in  Brazzaville  on  16 
and  17  February  1989. 
4860/89  (Presse  22)  ill/HM/ep  EN 
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RELATIONS  WITH  POLAND 
The  Council  adopted  the  Decision authorizing the  Commission  to  negotiate  a  trade 
and  commercial  and  economic  co-operation  agreement  between  the  European  Economic 
Community  and  the People's  Republic  of  Poland. 
RELATIONS  WITH  BULGARIA 
The  Council  adopted  the  Decision  authorizing the  Commission  to  negotiate  a  trade 
and  commercial  and  economic  co-operation  agreement  between  the  European  Economic 
Community  and  the  People's  Republic  of Bulgaria. 
RELATIONS  WITH  THE  USSR  AND  THE  COUNTRIES  OF  EASTERN  EUROPE 
At  the  initiative of the  Belgian delegation  and  taking  into  account  a  Commission 
discussion  paper  submitted  to  the  European  Council  in  Rhodes,  the  Council  held  a 
policy debate  on  the  co-ordination of  the various  aspects  of  co-operation with 
the  USSR  and  the  other countries  of  Eastern  Europe. 
After  noting  the  Commission's  intention  to  submit  a  new  document  on  the  subject 
to  it  in  the  near  future,  the Council  instructed  the  Permanent  Representatives 
Committee  ~o continue  preparing the  issue  and  to  report  to it in  due  course. 
4860/89  (Presse  22)  ill/HM/ep  EN 
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RELATIONS  WITH  THE  COUNCIL  OF  EUROPE 
At  the  initiative of  the  Netherlands  delegation,  the  Council he!d  a  ·preliminary 
discussion  on  strengthening  the  Community's  links with  the  Council  of  ~urope. 
It  agreed  to  continue  its discussions  on  the  subject  at  its meeting  6rl  ~0 Mar·ch 
on  the basis of  a  document  which  the  Commission  would  be  forwarding  to it in  due 
course. 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
Relations  with  the  Gulf States 
The  Council  adopted  the  Decision  concerning  the  conclusion  of  the 
Co-operation  Agreement  between  the  European  Economic  Community,  of  the  one  part, 
and  the  countries  parties  to  the  Charter of  the  Co-operation Council  for  the  Arab 
States  (the  State  of  the  United  Arab  Emirates,  the State of  Bahrain,  the 
Kingdom  of  Saudi  Arabia,  the  Sultanate of  Oman,  the  State  of Qatar  and  the 
State  of  Kuwait),  of  the  other part,  signed  in  Luxembourg  on  15  June  1988. 
Imports  of Mediterranean agricultural products 
The  Council  adopted  the  Regulations: 
- on  the  procedure  to  be  applied  to  certain agricultural  products  originating in 
various  Mediterranean third  countries; 
- establishing Community  surveillance  for  imports  of  certain agricultural 
products  originating  in  Cyprus,  Yugoslavia,  Egypt,  Jordan,  Israel,  Tunisia, 
Syria,  Malta  and  Morocco  (1989). 
These  two  Regulations  are  aimed  at  ensuring the  proper  management  of  the  import 
arrangements  laid  down  for  certain agricultural  products  in the 
Additional  Protocols  to  the  Mediterranean  Agreements.  The  arrangements  provide 
for  the  progressive  reduction of certain duties  applied  to  those  products, 
subject,  for  some  of  them,  to  a  reference  quantity which,  in the  event  of 
difficulties  on  the  Community  market  or of  an  overrun  of  the  reference  quantity, 
may  be  transformed  into tariff quotas. 
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The  Regulations  basically  introduce  two  control  instruments:  a  Community 
surveillance  system  whereby  the  Member  States  submit  import  statistics to  the 
Commission  and  the  establishment  by  the  Commission,  on  the  basis of  data collated 
by  the  Member  States,  of  a  review,  by  product  and  by  country,  of  trade  flows  in 
the  products  concerned. 
Relations  with  Canada:  Liquor  Boards  Agreement 
The  Council  adopted  the  Decision  on  the  conclusion  of  an  Agreement  between  the 
European  Economic  Community  and  Canada  concerning trade  and  commerce  in  alcoholic 
beverages. 
This  Agreement  incorporates  the  settlement  reached  by  the  Community  and  Canada  on 
17  December  1988  in the  light  of  the  findings  and  conclusions  of  the  GATT  Panel 
on  Import,  Distribution and  Sale  of  Alcoholic  Drinks  by  Canadian Provincial 
Marketing  Agencies. 
Textiles 
The  Council  adopted  three  Decisions  concerning  the  provisional  application  of  the 
Agreed  Minutes  amending  the  Agreement  between  the  European  Economic  Community  and 
- the  Republic  of  India 
- the  Kingdom  of Thailand 
- the  Republic  of  the  Philippines 
respectively  on  trade  in textile products. 
Anti-dumping 
The  Council  adopted  the  Regulation  imposing  a  definitive  anti-dumping duty  on 
imports  of urea originating  in  the United  States of  America  or Venezuela  and 
amending  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3339/87. 
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At  the  same  time  it was  noted  that  the  Commission  could,  pursuant  to Articles  9 
and  10  of  the  basic  Regulation  (No  2423/88  of  11  July  1988),  accept  the 
undertakings  given  by  Austria,  Hungary,  Malaysia  and  Romania,  in the  context  of 
anti-dumping proceedings  as  regards  imports  of urea  from  those  countries. 
Steel 
The  Council  gave  its assent  under  the  second  paragraph  of Article  54  of  the 
ECSC  Treaty to  the  granting of  a  global  loan  to  the  Istituto Mobiliare  Italiano 
(!MI)  for  the  financing  of  investment  programmes  which  contribute to  facilitating 
the  marketing  of  Community  steel. 
!\gricul  ture 
The  Council  adopted  the  Decisions': 
introducing  a  Community  financial  measure  for  the  eradication of 
Contagious  Bovine  Pleuropneumonia  (CBPP)  in Portugal.  The  main  objective of 
this  Decision  is  to  reduce  the  period  for  the  eradication of  this disease; 
- extending certain provisions  on  the  supply of  milk  and  milk products  at  a 
reduced  price  to  cover Portugal. 
This  Decision will  enable  Portugal  to  participate  in  a  number  of  measures 
adopted  under  the  common  organization of the  market  in those  products  in favour 
of  certain categories  of persons. 
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The  Council  adopted  a  Decision  replacing  a  member  of  t,h·e  ::A:dv-i:so'ry  (;,dtifmitte'e  oh 
Vocational  Training. 
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The  Governments  of  the  Member  States  and  the  Commission  of  the  European 
Communities  were  represented  as  follows: 
Belgium: 
Mr  Paul  DE  KEERSMAEKER 
Denmark: 
Mr  Lars  P.  GAMMELGAARD 
Mr  Thomas  LAURITSEN 
M1·  Wolfgang  von  GELDERN 
Greece: 
Mr  Elias  LYMBEROPOULOS 
Spain: 
Mr  Carlos  ROMERO  HERRERA 
France: 
Mr  Jacques  MELLICK 
Ireland: 
Mr  Pat  GALLAGHER 
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Mr  Giovanni  PRANDINI 
Luxembourg: 
M'  Thierry  STOLL 
Netherlands: 
Mr  Gerrit  BRAKS 
Portugal: 
Mr  Manuel  OLIVEIRA  GODINHO 
United  Kingdom: 
Mr  Donald  THOMPSON 
Commission: 
Mr  Manuel  MARIN 
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TARIFF  QUOTAS 
The  Council  adopted  by  a  qualified majority  a  Regulation  opening  and  providing 
for  th•!  administration of  autonomous  Community  tariff quotas  for  certain fishery 
products  for  1989.  Entry  into  force  is  scheduled  for  1  April  1989. · 
This  Regulation  makes  provision for  the possible  import  of  a  total of 
176  000  tonnes  of  twelve  species  of fish at  reduced  rates of  duty  ranging  from 
3,7%  to  10%. 
The  aim  of  the  Regulation  is essentially to  ensure  supplies  for  the processtng 
industry,  at  prices  enabling it to  cope  with  competition,  without  jeopardizing 
the  interests of  Com·nunity  fishermen. 
The  quotas  provided  for  are  lower  than  in  1988  given the  glut  of  fish  on  the 
international market. 
A full  list of  the  quotas  is set  out  in the  Annex. 
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MONITORING  OF  FISHING  ACTIVITIES  - COMMUNITY  FINANCIAL  CONTRIBUTION 
The  Council  held  a  preliminary policy  debate  on  a  Commissjon  proposal  for  a 
Community  financial  contribution  towards  expenditure  incurred  by  Member  States  on 
the  monitoring  of  fishing activities. 
The  aim  of  the  proposal  is  to  improve  the  effectiveness  of  the  monitoring  systems 
at  Community  level. 
The  Community  financial  contribution  would  be  ECU  159  million for  the  next  five 
years. 
Having  concluded  its debate,  the  Council  instructed  the  Permanent  Representatives 
Committee  to  continue  its discussions  so  that  a  decision  could  be  taken at  the 
next  Council  meeting  on  21  June  1989  and  in  any  event  on~e the  European 
Parliament  had  delive~ed its Opinion  on  the  matter. 
GREENLAND 
The  Council  adopted  a  Decision  authorizing  the  Commission  to  accept  Greenland's 
offer of  an  additional  catch  quota  of  4  000  tonnes  of  cod  from  the  Western  stock 
(NAFO  zone  1)  for  1989. 
In  return for  these  catch possibilities,  the  Community  is  to  pay  financial 
compensation  of  ECU  981  880. 
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SOVIET  UNION 
The  Council  discussed  fishery  relations  between  the  Community  and  the 
Soviet  Union  with  a  view  to  a  resumption  of  the  negotiations  for  a  Fisheries 
Agreement. 
UNITED  ~TATES 
The  Cou· cil adopted  a  Decision  extending  the  Fisheries  Agreement  between  the 
Communily  and  the  United  States until  1  July  1991. 
This  Fisheries  Agreement  will  allow  some  20  000  tonnes  of mackerel  to  be  fished 
ln  1989  off the  coast  of  the  United  States  subject  to  the  payment  of  fees  by  the 
owners  of  the  vessels  and  the  implementation  of  a  technical  and  trade 
co-operation programme. 
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MEASURES  APPLICABLE  TO  VESSELS  FLYING  THE  JAPANESE  FLAG  IN  PORTUGUESE  WATERS 
The  Council  adopted  the  Regulation  extending for  the  period  1  March  to 
30  June  1989  the  arrangements  applicable  to Japanese  vessels  fishing  for  tuna in 
Portuguese  waters. 
As  compared  with  those  in force,  the  new  arrangements  adopted  involve  a  reduction 
in  the  fishing  areas,  the  number  of  licenses  and  the  total  allowable  catches. 
The  counter-concession given by  Japan  takes  the  form  of  a  scientific,  technical 
.1nd  economic  co-operation programme. 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
Other  risheries  Decision 
rhe  Council  adopted  a  Decision  authorizing  the  Commission  to  negotiate  the 
establishment  of  a  regional  organization  for  the  conservation. of  Indian  Ocean 
tuna  and  to  secure  Community  membership  of  the  organization. 
Research 
Following  completion  of  the  co-operation  procedure,  the  Council  adopted  a 
Decision  on  a  first  multi-annual  programme  ( 1988-1993)  for  biotechnology-ba~;ed 
agro-industrial  r·esearch  and  technology  development  (ECLAIR  - European 
Collaborative  Linkage  of Agriculture  and  Industry  throueh  Research). 
(S~e pre;s  release  following  the  Research  Council  meeting  on  17  November  19~8-
pa~e  12,  9343/88  (Presse  173)  -summary  of  the  common  position). 
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ANNEX 
I  CN  Code  I  DescriEtion  Volume  IRate  of  duty 
I  I  I 
1.  I  ex  0304  20  99  I  Fillets  and  fish  meat  of  Alaska  I 
I  ex  0304  90  99  I  fJOllack  frozen,  for  processing  I 
I  I  (a)  (b)  21  000  I  10% 
I  I  I 
2.  I  ex  0304  20  57  I  Fillets  and  fish meat  of  hake  I 
I  ex  0304  90  47  I  frozen,  for  process.tng  (a)  (b)  26  000  I  10% 
I  I  I 
3.  ex  0302  so  I  Cod  and  fish  of  the  genus  l:loreo- I 
ex  0302  69  35  I  gad  us  saida,  excluding  livers  iJ.nd  I 
ex  0303  60  I  f'oes,  presented  fresh,  clLi lled or  I 
ex  0303  79  41  I  frozen,  for  processing  (a)  (b)  40  000  I  3' 7'-. 
I 
4.  ex  :)302  63  00  I  Coalfish  excludi.ng  livers  and 
ex  0303  73  00  I  roes,  presented  fresh,  ch.il.led  or 
I  frozen,  for processing  (a)  (b)  15  000  3' 7'!;, 
5.  ex  0302  62  00  Haddock  excluding  livers  and 
ex  0303  72  00  roes,  presented  fresh,  chUled  or 
frozen,  for  processing  (a)  (b)  9  000  3, 7% 
6.  ex  0304  20  19  Fillets  and  fi.sh  meat  of  pi.ke, 
ex  0304  90  10  frozen,  for processJng  (a)  (b)  500  5% 
7.  ex  0304  20  21  Fillets  and  fish  meat  of  cod  and 
ex  ).304  20  29  fish  of  the  species  Boreogadus 
ex  )304  90  35  saida,  frozen,  for  p1·ucessing 
ex  l304  90  38  ( i1 )  (b) 
ex  >304  90  39  8  000  10% 
8.  )305  62  00  Cod  and  fish  of  the  species  Boreo-1 
)305  69  10  gadus  saida,  salted  or  in  brine  I 
but  not  dried  or  smoked  I  49  000  6% 
I 
9.  )305  51  10  Cod  and  fish  of  the  species  Boreo-1 
)305  59  11  gadus  saida,  dried  but  not  salted  I 
or  smoked  I  1  000  10% 
I 
10. I  ex  >305  30  11  Fillets.  dried,  whether  or  not:  I 
I  ex  1305  30  19  salted,  of  cod  and  of  fish  of  the 
I  species  Boreogadus  said  a  500  1  (l% 
I 
II. I  ex  >306  13  10  Shrimps  and  prawns  of  the  species 
I  ex  )306  23  10  Pandalus  boreali.s,  in  she l.l 
I  fresh,  chill0d or frozen, 
I  i.ntended  for processing  ., 
'- 000  4% 
I 
1;.>  I  C'X  1]05  30  '10  Fillet's  of  C'Oi.tl  I'  i sli  s il I I. (!U  !'ur· 
processing  (a)  (b)  4  ()()()  I()'.\', 
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State Secretary for  Relations 
with  the  European  Communities 
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The  Governments  of  the  Member  States  and  the  Commission  of  the  European 
Communities  were  represented  as  follows: 
Belgium: 
Mr  Paul  DE  KEERSMAEKER 
Denmark: 
Mr  Niels  WILHJELM 
Germany: 
Mr  Otto  SCHLECHT 
Greece: 
Mr  Elias  LYMBEROPOULOS 
Spain: 
Mr  Pedro  SOLBES 
France: 
Mrs  Edith  CRESSON 
Ireland: 
Mr  Seamus  BRENNAN 
Mr  Antonio  LA  PERGOLA 
Luxembourg: 
Mr  Johny  LAHURE 
Netherlands: 
Baron  van  VOORST  tot  VOORST 
Portugal: 
Mr  Vitor  A.M.  da  COSTA  MARTINS 
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EMULSIFIERS  STABILIZERS  THICKENERS  AND  GELLING  AGENTS 
The  Council  agreed  in principle  on  a  common  position concerning  a  Directive 
amending  Directive  74/329  on  the  approximation of  the  laws  of  the  Member  States 
relating to emulsifiers,  stabilizers,  thickeners  and  gelling agents  for  use  in 
foodstuffs. 
This  amendment  extends  the  period  of validity of  Annex  II  to  the  Directive until 
31  December  1991,  i.e.  it allows  the use  of  the  substances  listed therein  (Karaya 
gum,  polysorbates  and  oxydized  soya bean oil)  at  national  level. 
It  is  envisaged  that  these  substances  will  be  transferred  to  Annex  I  when  the 
Council  adopts  the  new  version of  Annex  I  containing  a  complete  positive list of 
the  substances  authorized  for use  at  Community  level,  which will  be  drawn  up  in 
accordance  with  the  framework  Directive  on  additives  adopted  on  21  December  1988. 
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The  Council  discussed  in depth  a  proposal  for  a  Directive  on  broadcastin~ 
to  the  meeting  of  the  European  Council  in Rhodes  on  2  and  3  December  198H 
The  European  Council  stressed that "it is  extremely  important  to  ~trene 1  iF•  · 
efforts  to  develop  Europe's  audiovisual  capacity,  whether with  reg;::rci  t,,  ,.,.,  :--.·"·:• 
movement  of  programmes  ...  or to  a  policy of  encouraging creativity.  prod!!ci ;  c.l!~ 
and  broadcasting",  and  considered it "important  that  the  Community's  effort.;,. 
should  be  deployed  in  a  manner  consistent  with  the  Council  of  Europe  Conve:':t [;·:·''" 
At  the  close  of  the  discussion,  during  which  positions  on  cultural  objecth>E·c 
were  brought  closer together,  the  Council  instructed  the  Permanent 
Representatives  Committee  to  continue  discussing  the  Directive  so  that  the 
Council  would  be  able  to  decide  on  all  the  main questions  outstanding at  an 
extraordinary meeting  on  13  March  1989. 
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MOVEMENT  WITHIN  THE  COMMUNITY  OF  GOODS  FOR  TEMPORARY  USE 
The  Council  adopted  a  common  position  on  the  Regulation  amending  Regulation  3/84 
introducing  arrangements  for  movement  within  the  Community  of  goods  sent  from  one 
Member  State for  temporary use  in  one  or more  other Member  States. 
The  purpose  of  the  Regulation  is to  renew  Regulation  No  3/84,  to  extend  its  scope 
and  to  simplify  procedure. 
Regulation  No  3/84 already provided  for  replacement  of  the  ATA  international 
carnet  by  a  more  easily obtained  Community  carnet  and  removed  the  requirement  to 
deposit  a  security.  After  a  three-year experimental  period  which  ended  on 
30  June  1988,  the  Commission  submitted  to  the Council  a  very  favourable  report on 
the  new  arrangements. 
The  new  Regulation  accordingly  makes  provision for  an  extension of  the  goods 
covered;  in fact  virtually the  only  exclusions  are  goods  to  which  other rules 
apply  (e.g.  means  of  transport),  or  which  are  taxed differently in different 
Member  States  (e.g.  made-up  articles of furl. 
The  new  Regulation  introduces  even  simpler procedures  which  should  facilitate  the 
movement  of goods  in preparation for  the  completion of  the  Internal  Market  in 
1992  when  all  these  formalities  are  to  be  removed. 
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REMOVAL  OF  PHYSICAL  FRONTIERS 
The  President  submitted  a  report  on  the  free  movement  of persons  and  the  removal 
of  physical  frontiers. 
The  European  Council  in  Rhodes,  when  taking  stock of  the  process  of  completing 
the  Internal  Market,  had  called upon  the  Council  to  intensify its efforts  in all 
areas  where  progress  was  slow,  including the  free  movement  of persons.  It  asked 
each  Member  State  to  appoint  a  c9-ordinator. 
Further to  those  instructions,  the  Presidency organized  a  first  meeting of 
co-ordinators  on  22  February  1989,  with  Mr  BANGEMANN,  Vice-President  of the 
Commission,  in attendance. 
The  Council  took  note  of  the  working  method  and  programme  of  the  co-ordinators 
and  will  be  kept  informed  of their proceedings. 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
Anti-dumping 
The  Council  adopted: 
the  Regulation  imposing  a  definitive  anti-dumping  duty  on  imports  of  certain 
video  cassette  recorders  originating in Japan  (or exported  by  Orion)  (13%  of 
the  net  free  at  Community  frontier price before  duty)  and  the  Republic  of  Korea 
(23, 7%  of  the  net  free  at  Community  frontier price before  duty)  and 
definitively collecting the  provisional  duty; 
the  Decision  accepting undertakings  relating to  the  proceedings  concerning 
video  cassette  recorders  by  Korean  (Samsung  Electronic  Co.  Ltd, l  Goldstar 
Electric  Co  Ltd,  Daewoo  Electronics  Co.  Ltd)  and  Japanese  Funal  exporters  and 
terminating the  proceedings  with  regard  to  these  exporters; 
- the  Regulation  amending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2735/88  repealing Regulation  (EECl 
No  1021/88  in  respect  of  certain electronic scales  assembled  in the  Community 
by  TEC  (UK)  Ltd. 
Commercial  policy 
The  Council  adopted  the  Decision  authorizing the  automatic  renewal  or 
maintenance  in force  of  provisions  governing matters  covered  by  the  common 
commercial  policy contained  in  the  friendship,  trade  and  navigation treaties 
and  similar agreements  concluded  between  Member  States  and  third  countries. 
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Relations  with  Norway 
The  Council  adopted  the  Regulation opening  and  providing for  the  ~q~iQis,tr~tiq~ 
of  Community  tariff quotas  for  cod  and  fish  of  the  species  Boreog~dus  ~aida, 
dried,  salted or in brine,  originating in Norway  (1989). 
Relations  with Malta 
The  Council  adopted  the  Decisions  on  the  conclusion of: 
- the  Protocol  to  the  Agreement  establishing an  Association between  the  EEC  and 
Malta  consequent  on  the  accession of  the  Kingdom  of  ~pain and  the  Portuguese 
Republic  to  the  Community; 
- the  supplementary  Protocol  to  that  Agreement. 
Relations  with  Yugoslavia 
The  Representatives  of  the  Governments  of  the Member  States  of  the  ECSC, 
meeting  within  the  Council,  formally  adopted  the  Decision  and  the  negotiating 
directives for  an  Additional  Protocol  to  the  ECSC-Yugoslavia  Agreement. 
Agriculture 
The  Council  adopted  the  Regulation  instituting an exceptional  emergency  measure 
for  less-favoured  areas  in Portugal  (see  Press  Release  4164/89  Pressse  5  of 
23/24  January  1989). 
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Appointments 
The  Council  decided  to  replace members  of: 
- the  ECSC  Consultative Committee; 
- the Advisory  Committee  on  Pharmaceutical Training. 
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